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1. Introduction. Recently, M. Upadhyay [4] used the q-fractional 

derivative operator DIX, defined by Agarwal [l] and Al-Salam [2], to 
q . 

derive certain interesting basic hypergeometric transformations. The 
oqject of this note is to give a further application of this q-fractional 
derivative operator in obtaining some more basic hypergeometric 
expansions and transformations. 

2. Definitions and notations. For I q I< I, let 

(2.1) {
[qaJn=[a]n=(l-qa) (J-qa+l) ... (I-qa+n-1) 
[a]o=[qa]o= 1. 

The generalized basic hypergeometric series is defined as 

(2.2) A<Dn [q<a); x]=A<l>n[(a); x]= ~ f(~)][(;)~ 1 Ix [<l. 
qC ~) ; . ( b) ; n-o q n n 

As usual, (aN) stands for the sequence of N parameters a1, a:1 • 
..• , aN ; when N=A, we shall simply write (a) instead of (aA). We 
shall also use the following function : 

(2.3) [x-y] =X'" ~ l=_pJ!.{q'"Y}"· 
µ ,, .. 0 [q]~ x 

and the well-known b.asic double hypergeometric function of higher 
order (cf. [5], p. 14 l ), which we conveniently denote here as 
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(2.4) <I> x, y 
[

(a) : (b); (c) ; J 
(d) : (e) ; (g) ; 

= f [(a)];,,+,.[(b)Jm[(c)],. x"' L,)x)<I IYl<!I. 
.,., n-0 [(d)]m+n [(e)]m [(g))n (q) 111 (q),. ' 

For the various known special cases of the double q-hypergeo-
metric functions (2.4), see [4], p. 110. · 

3. Chaturvedi [3] has proved the following result : 

-(3.1) 4<l>3 .x 
[

'IJ, I+ix-'Y-8, 1 +ix-~-8. l+1X-~-'Y; J 
I+oe-~, l+IX-'Y, I+m-o ; 

- oo (a), (~)r (Y)r (8);. ('1J)2r q(a-~-Y-o)r x~ r'1J+2r, 'IJ-"; ·] 
- :l: . 2<I>1 x 

r~o(q),(1+1X-~)r(l+oe-'1J)r(l+r1.-:-o)r(&)2r _ 1+1Xt2r ; 

By the Euler's identicy 

2<I>1 [°''/ ~ x ]=1<1>0 [a+ ~-'Y; - ; x] 2<I>1 ['Y-IXY 'Y-~ xq°'+a-,. J 

we have 

(3 .. 2) <J> ["1)+2r, '1)- IX ; J 2 1 I + IX + 2r ; x 

=<I> [l+2 _ 2 . ~. ] <I> [l+1X-'1J, 2oe-'1J-l-2r; 2('1)-r.t-i)J 
1 o '1J . . rx ' ' x 2 1 I+ a.+ 2r ; xq 

Throughout this paper, we shall use 

CC µ,- J IX ~ ] D ' [f(x)] to denote (see [4 ; p. 109, Eq. (1.2)]) Dq [x,.-1 J(x) q,x 

Substituting (3.2) in (3.1), and applying D::xqi, 8-l, we have 

the expansion 

(3.3) 
5

<I>
4 

[8, 'IJ• I+ cx-Y- 8, 1 +ct- ~-a, l+ cx-~-Y; x] 
qi, l+IX-~, l+01-'Y, l+cx-a ; 

= ~ (1X)r (~)r ('Y)r (8), ("1))2r qCC(-~-Y-il)r x• 
r-o (q)r (I+cx-~)r (I +oi- l))r (l +1X-O)r (1X)2r (qi), 

[ 

x . e+r J 
.<J> 2'1)-2e1.:-l It27J-2ix;(l+1X-'1J),(2o:-·l)-l-2r) 

xq qi tr 

- ; 1 +ix +2r 

provided Ix 1-<l and I xq2'1J- 21X-l \ <l. 
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Now multiplying both sides of (3.1) by the series equivalent of 
[l -y]_µ' given by (2.3), putting xu and yu for x and y, respectively, 

and\then applying . 

g Dg' h1-gt-I; ~ Dl,-j,, /1-l and ~ Dfi-s,,f.-1 
i=l q, u i=I q, x i=l q, Y 

successively, we get another general expansion as 

-~ (ix)r (~)r ('Y)r (a). ("1j)2r (xu)r q<ix-~-Y- 3)r/ 
-r .. o (q)r (I +ix-~)r (1 +OI- 'lJ)r {l + cx-3)r (ix)2r 

·©l ~ xu (l)+r, "1j+2r~g~~:; (f)+r, ~J 
yuq-b (ho)+r 

(h)+r, 1 +oc+2r; (sp) +r 

provided I xu I~ I, and I yuq-c I <i I. 

We conclude by remarki.ng that several interesting special ca11es 
of our main expansion formula (3.4) can be readily given in terms, 
for example, of the basic analogues of Appell functions (cf. [4], p. 110). 
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